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2015-2016 Chemistry Department Annual Review
One Page Summary
Faculty Appointments: Two new faculty, Dr. Jared Allred and Dr. Jack Dunkle, were hired
as assistant professors beginning in fall 2015. Dr. Allred's research specialty is solid state
chemistry. Dr. Dunkle is a chemical biologist.
Awards: Faculty: Dr. Arun Gupta received the 2016 Burnum Outstanding Faculty award in
recognition of his outstanding achievements at UA. Dr. Tim Snowden received the 2015
Outstanding Commitment to Teaching Award from the National Alumni Association. Graduate
Students: Pandora White received a Fullbright Fellowship to study in Poland. To our
knowledge, this if the first Fullbright fellowship for a chemistry graduate student.
Undergraduate: Four students doing research in Chemistry with Dr. Dixon received the Randall
Outstanding Undergraduate Research Award. Shuwen Yue received the Catherine Johnson
Randall award.
Teaching: The Chemistry Department accounted for over 29,000 student credit hours,
which was a 5% increase over AY 14-15. The median faculty member was responsible for 850
SCH during the academic year. The department had 282 undergraduate majors and 95 PhD
students in 15-16. The department had 40 BS, 3 MS, and 15 PhD graduates in calendar year
2015.
Research: Department faculty have $9 million in active funding this academic year with
over $3 million in new funding received in FY 12015. Research expenditures totaled $2.0
million in FY 15. The faculty submitted 73 proposals with a combined requested amount of $18
million. The faculty published 16 peer-reviewed papers. In addition, the faculty had 3 patent
applications, 2 issued patents, 2 books, and 6 book chapters. Chemistry faculty and students
presented 132 talks at local, regional, national, and international scientific meetings and 20
invited seminars at other universities or companies.
Service: Department faculty provide service to the institution by serving on numerous
Department, A&S and UA committees. Dr. Shaughnessy served as chair of the Graduate Dean
Search Committee this year. Drs. Vincent and Blackstock serve on the Faculty Senate. Dr.
Vincent serves as chair of the Laboratory Safety Committee and vice-chair of Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee. Dr. Nikles is the director of the Central Analytical Facility
and serves as chair of the CAF Users Advisory Board. Chemistry faculty serve on numerous
external committees and are members of 22 editorial or advisory boards for scholarly journals
and research centers. Dr. David Dixon serves as Councilor for the ACS Division of Fluorine
Chemistry
Outreach: Department faculty are actively engaged in outreach activities. Dr. Martin
Bakker hosted the week-long Materials Camp for high school and middle science teachers from
Alabama and Mississippi. The Office of Academic Affairs, the College of Arts and Sciences,
College of Engineering, and Department of Chemistry provided funding for the camp. Dr. Kevin
Shaughnessy was co-organizer of the UA-NOYCE summer internship for students interested in
teaching high school science and math. Fifteen students from UA and regional community
colleges participated. Sixteen undergraduate students from around the country participated in the
2015 Research Experience for Undergraduates program.
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I. Full-Time Faculty Highlights
Listed below are paragraphs provided by each faculty member describing his/her highlights
for the year. Some of the key highlights are summarized here. Data on research and teaching
productivity are collected in later sections of this document.
Faculty Hiring and Appointments: Two new faculty members joined the department in
fall 2015. Dr. Jared Allred earned a BS degree at Case Western Reserve University and a PhD at
Princeton University. He was a post-doctoral appointee at Argonne National Laboratory prior to
coming to UA. His research focuses on novel solid state inorganic materials. Dr. Jack Dunkle
earned his BS degree at UAB and a PhD at UC-Berkeley. He was a post-doctoral associate at
Emory University. Dr. Dunkle's area of research is chemical biology with a focus on
understanding the structure, mechanism, and function of RNA polymerase enzymes.
Faculty Awards and Recognition: Dr. Arun Gupta received the 2016 Burnum
Distinguished Faculty award in recognition of his significant research and teaching contributions
to the University. Dr. Tim Snowden received the 2015 Outstanding Commitment to Teaching
Award presented by the National Alumni Association. Dr. Marco Bonizzoni was selected to
speak in the Young Academic Investigators symposium at the fall 2015 National Meeting of the
American Chemical Society. Dr. Carolyn Cassady and Dr. Kevin Shaughnessy were inducted
into the UA chapter of the National Academy of Inventors. Dr. Patrick Frantom received an
SEC Travel Award to present a seminar at the University of South Carolina.
Individual Faculty Highlights
Dr. Jared Allred: In the 2015-2016 reporting period I joined the faculty at UA. Since
starting in August 2015 I have taught the introductory general chemistry course (CH101) in
Spring 2016. I have served on the graduate recruitment committee, which among other tasks
involved the planning of a student recruitment event. In service to the scientific community I
have contributed to the publication of the American Crystallographic Association quarterly
newsletter and peer reviewed 2 articles for the Journal of Solid State Chemistry.
I have begun advising 2 graduate students, David Matetich and Matthew Davenport, in this
time. They have synthesized several novel compounds, and solved a few new crystal structures.
Since August 2015 I have also co-authored 4 peer reviewed articles stemming from research
from my previous employment, including 2 where I was the first and corresponding author, and
one of those was to a major research journal (Nature Physics, IF = 21).
Dr. Anthony Arduengo: Professor Arduengo continues to represent UA interests with
international institutes and agencies including Alexander von Humboldt Foundation in Germany
with which he holds the post of Humboldtian on Campus and functions as an ambassador
between The University and The Foundation. Additionally, Professor Arduengo continues as a
contact point for UA with the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD, Deutscher
Akademischer Austausch Dienst). Over the past year Professor Arduengo chaperoned a student
study-abroad Semester for 2 UA undergraduates in Chemistry at the Johannes Gutenberg
University of Mainz, Germany. In exchange, the Arduengo laboratory in Tuscaloosa was host to
four German student scholars from Mainz, Braunschweig, and Erlangen, Germany. Together
with Professor Till Opatz at the University of Mainz (Germany), Professor Arduengo has laid the
ground work for a bidirectional student exchange program between Mainz and Tuscaloosa. Two
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new German students from Mainz just recently arrived in Tuscaloosa for their exchange studies
and two more will be arriving soon. Plans to facilitate this broader, multi-University study
abroad experience continue. Professor Arduengo continues to operate a charitable startup
company, Innovative Valency, that operates to provide funds for research and scholarships
through the sale of rare and fine chemicals to R&D laboratories.
Professor Arduengo represents UA prominently on the international stage. Work from his
research group continues to appear in highly visible journals world-wide. In January 2016 he
again held a guest professorship at the Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz. In October 2015
an innovative articleon sustainale chemistry from the Arduengo (UA) and Opatz (Uni-Mainz)
groups appeared in the journal Angewandte Chemie and quickly reached a media score of over
100 between the German and English language version of the article. This score represents the
top 1% of all science appearing in this prestigious journal.
Together with Professor Opatz in Mainz, Professor Arduengo has formed a research and
development consortium to establish a new industrial chemical infra-structure. The StanCE
(Technology for a Sustainable Chemical Economy) consortium seeks to develop a chemical
economy that is based on a renewable and flexible resource, wood. Not only will StanCE
technologies enable a revolution in chemical manufacturing, but it places one of Alabama's
important and abundant resources, wood, at the forefront of this revolution. StanCE is off to a
strong start with partners in the U.S., Germany, Canada, England, and Japan. Local UA-side
startup funding was achieved through a GRC grant and federal applications are in progress.
Discussions with several business partners are at various stages.
Dr. Martin Bakker: This year saw the allowance of an important patent that the University
is in the process of licensing to ThruPore Technologies, a startup company lead by former
student Dr. Franchessa Sayler. On-going work produced a new patent filing claiming methods
for making metal/Carbon catalysts in a one pot reaction. The year also saw publication of three
papers from our groups’ efforts, with a fourth published paper a collaboration with colleagues in
the department. Published work included improvements in the catalytic properties of silver
nanoparticles supported on hierarchically porous silica and cobalt oxide monoliths resulting from
decreasing silver nanoparticle size. This year also saw a fifth summer of a successful and well
received Materials Camp for 22 science and mathematics teachers from throughout Alabama, as
well as eight prospective student teachers in the Noyce program.
Dr. Silas Blackstock has supervised 6 PhD students (Carl Saint-Louis, Chinenyeze (Izzy)
Nwankwoala, David Warner, Sarah (Ariel) Kelley, and Katie Strickland), 1 MS student
(Savannah Reach), and 2 undergraduate students (Catherine Owens and Cody Colclough). Carl
completed his PhD degree on the photo-electro stimulation of azobenzene isomerization and
Savannah completed her thesis MS degree on the magnetic anisotropy of the nitroso group in
nitrosoarenes, both in December 2015. Carl is now a postdoc and lecturer at the University of
West Florida and Savannah is in an MFA program in dance at UC-Irvine. In research, the group
continues to develop redox auxiliary catalysis as a new way to activate and trigger organic
reactions. The group gave 6 research presentations in the past year (4 talks, 3 posters), including
an invited lecture at the Physical Organic Chemistry Gordon Research Conference in June 2015.
In teaching, Dr. Blackstock instructed CH232 (organic chemistry II, 166 students) in the Su15
and S16, and CH231 (organic chemistry I, 212 students) in F15. He also served on 18 PhD
committees. Drs. Blackstock and Woski coauthored a new GAANN proposal to "Enhance
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Quality and Diversity in the University of Alabama Chemistry PhD Program" that was funded
for $738,195 by the US DoEd (includes 25% UA match) for Fall 2015-2018 to bring 5 graduate
fellowships per year to the UA Chemistry Department (covers generous stipend, tuition, some
research/education support). In service, Dr. Blackstock codirects the Chemistry GAANN
Program and serves on the department undergraduate program committee (including being an
advisor to 47 chemistry majors) and the Arduengo lecture committee. At the University level,
Dr. Blackstock served on the faculty senate (including the academic affairs committee and an adhoc committee to promote diversity in the UA Greek system), the UA QEP committee that
developed a new program in experiential learning, the learning in action assessment team, the
project rising tide (PRT) team for increasing student success/retention/graduation, and as faculty
advisor for the UA ACS student affiliates group, which was awarded the top academic club on
campus in S15 and an honorable mention award from the national ACS in 2015.
Dr. Marco Bonizzoni: In the last academic year Dr. Bonizzoni published continued to
publish work in high-impact journals, i.e. the Journal of Materials Chemistry B, and Chemical
Communications. Dr. Bonizzoni was selected by the editorial board of the Journal of Materials
Chemistry as a 2016 Emerging Investigator and his research was highlighted in the journal. Dr.
Bonizzoni also submitted multiple external grant applications, including submissions to the
NSF's CAREER program, and a multi-campus submission to the EPSCoR program in
collaboration with the University of Southern Mississippi, Mississippi State, and UAB. Two of
Dr. Bonizzoni's graduate students graduated this year. The group kept expanding their focus to
applications of hyperbranched polyelectrolytes to chemical analysis and medicinal chemistry.
Dr. Bonizzoni taught the large-enrollment undergraduate first- and second-semester Organic
Chemistry series in the Fall 2015 and Spring 2016 semesters respectively. Limitations intrinsic to
larger classrooms were obviated through a heavy use of technology, especially with use of the
College-provided iPad as a teaching and content-creation tool; this work was also featured
during the Faculty Technology Showcase organized by UA's Faculty Resource Center. Dr.
Bonizzoni has also started a new digital method to distribute hand-graded exams to students in
his classes that was piloted in Fall 2015 and came to full fruition in the Spring 2016.
Dr. Bonizzoni continued his service on the Graduate Recruiting Committee for the Chemistry
Department, on the Faculty Technology Advisory Board for the College of Arts and Sciences,
and completed his term on the University Technology and Learning Committee. Dr. Bonizzoni
served as a manuscript peer reviewer for a number of eminent journals, and for funding
applications for the NSF. Dr. Bonizzoni also organized and conducted a professional
development workshop for high school teachers in the chemical sciences centered on food
chemistry as a medium to enhance chemical education at the high school level.
Dr. Michael Bowman: The Bowman group continues its work on the structure and function
of enzymes that carry out complex chemical reactions. Their studies of free radicals trapped
during the reaction cycle in nitric oxide synthase showed that this important signaling enzyme
has the potential to produce harmful reactive oxygen species during heart attacks and stroke
because the enzyme reactions become uncoupled. Studies of the way drugs and other small
molecules bind to cytochrome P450 enzymes continue under a subcontract from an NIH grant.
These studies reveal that human P450s involved in the metabolism of pharmaceutical drugs bind
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drugs in different ways than are seen in crystal structures of those complexes that may correlate
with drug interactions. Research on the chemistry and properties of trityl free radicals used to
enhance the sensitivity and resolution of MRI imaging methods through hyperpolarization finds
that self-assembled aggregates play a crucial role. Synthesis of chemically preformed aggregates
- dimers, trimers and tetramers - show similar properties so that they may eliminate the random
factors involved in self-assembly and make hyperpolarization more reproducible. Two students
in the Bowman group graduated with their PhDs in the past year with one going into industry
developing new analytical techniques for hospitals and the other is a postdoctoral Fellow in
Sweden. Dr. Bowman ben active on the Boards of two scientific journals, finished up a term as
Chairman of the College of Arts and Sciences Graduate committee and membership on the
College of Arts and Sciences Tenure and Promotion Committee.
Dr. Carolyn Cassady: Dr. Cassady’s group continued their research efforts involving
fundamental and applied mass spectrometry of deprotonated peptide ions and metallopeptide
ions. Six graduate students have been in the group in the past year, plus three undergraduate
researchers. In the past year, several presentations of the group’s work were given at the 63nd
Annual American Society for Mass Spectrometry conference in St. Louis and the joint
Southeast/Southwest Regional American Chemical Society Meeting in Memphis. During the
past year, the group has been very fortunate to have continuing funding from both NSF and NIH.
The NSF grant deals with the gas-phase acidities of acidic amino acids and peptides and the
effects of deprotonation site on peptide fragmentation by mass spectrometry. This is a joint
experimental and computational project that also involves the research group of Professor David
A. Dixon. The NIH grant involves the use of metal ions as enhanced protonation and
cationization reagents in electron-based dissociation mass spectrometry processes for acidic
peptides. The overall goal of both projects is to develop new techniques that can be used by
proteomics researchers for the sequencing of acidic peptides, which are difficult to sequence by
“conventional” mass spectral techniques. The group also has continuing a project underway with
Dr. Yuoping Bao, of the Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering, and Dr. Qiaoli
Liang, manager of the UA mass spectrometry facility. This research involves the development
of iron oxide nanoparticles as matrices for matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI)
mass spectrometry and has recently been the subject of a US patent. In addition, Dr. Cassady
lead a group of 18 UA faculty in submitting a proposal to NSF’s Major Research Instrumentation
(MRI) program for acquisition of a multi-user Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass
spectrometer; the result of this submission should be known in summer 2016. Dr. Cassady’s
teaching assignment in Fall 2015 was CH 223, Quantitative Analysis. In Spring 2016, she taught
the graduate course CH 627, Mass Spectrometry. She was also very involved in service
activities. She continued her work as faculty supervisor for the mass spectrometry facility. In
addition, she is working closely with students on the new UA-Tuscaloosa Association for
Women in Science affiliate group. She is also a member of the UA Working group that is
responding to a new White House initiative on STEM. Regarding departmental service, Dr.
Cassady is chair of the departmental Retention Tenure and Promotion (RTP) Committee.
Dr. David Dixon: During the 2015-2016 academic year, Dr. Dixon was involved in a
variety of research, teaching, and service activities. He taught CH-341 Physical Chemistry in the
Fall 2014 semester. He also taught CH-549, Advanced Physical Chemistry II, Atoms and
Molecules at the same time. He ran the computational chemistry lab for CH-117 in Fall 2015.
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He has been active in providing a research experience for undergraduate students through the UA
Computer Based Honors Program, undergraduate chemical research, and UA’s emerging
Scholars program. He mentored 6 CBHP students and 4 undergraduate research students during
the Fall 2015 semester and 6 CBHP students and 3 undergraduate research students in the Spring
2015 semester. He mentored 1 high school intern in his laboratory in Summer 2015. His
students received 4 UA Randall Research Awards in April 2016. Dixon served on the
Departmental Undergraduate Teaching Committee, advised undergraduate students, reviewed for
the 2015 CBHP selection committee, served on the Departmental Long Range Planning
Committee, served on the Departmental Safety Committee, and served on UA’s Burnum Award
and SEC Faculty Committees. He was the Chair of the TRAC technology committee for the VP
of IT. He serves as the sole ACS Councilor for the Division of Fluorine Chemistry and is a
member of the Division Executive Committee. He is a member of the ACS Joint Board-Council
Committee on Publications. He is on the Advisory Board of the Journal of Physical Chemistry
and the Editorial Boards of The International Journal of High Performance Computing,
Computational and Theoretical Chemistry, and the Journal of Fluorine Chemistry. He is on the
User Advisory Board of the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility and completed his term
on the User Advisory Board of the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility and. He serves as a
reviewer for many journals as well as funding agencies.
In 2015-2016, the research group had 3 graduate students and 5 post-doctoral fellows.
Michele Stover (August, 2015) received her PhD degree. Virgil Jackson completed his postdoc
in the summer of 2015 and has a faculty position at Spring Hill College. There is one DOE
Office of Science grant in catalysis (through PNNL), one in geochemistry (through PNNL), and
one in heavy element chemistry (through ANL). Additional Office of Science funding comes
from the UNCAGE-ME EFRC proposal with Georgia Tech as the lead in the area of reactions
and sequestration of acid gases. A SBIR Phase II grant with Sentient Corp to support work in
hydrogen storage/release for Redstone Arsenal was completed. The experimental work for the
SBIR is being done by the Street group. An NSF grant with C. Cassady as PI for studies of
peptide anions for proteomics is in place. An ANL LDRD grant on the parallelization and
parameterization of semiempirical molecular orbital (SEMO) methods supports a postdoc at
ANL as well as staff efforts there. A computational sciences Grand Challenge proposal to the
MSC/EMSL at PNNL in catalysis received ~1,500,000 node hours of computer time on the latest
EMSL computer for two years. This supports a team of scientists from multiple universities and
national labs. Smaller EMSL Science Theme proposals continue to receive modest blocks of
computer time. An INCITE proposal for in the area of heavy element chemistry received an
allocation 150,000,000 hours for the second year of and an allocation of 100,000,000 hours for
the third year. This supports a team of scientists funded by DOE from multiple universities and
national labs. A number of smaller computer time allocations to support experimental work were
allocated in the EMSL at PNNL
He led an unsuccessful proposal for UA for Beckmann Scholars. He was a co-PI with
Shaughnessy on an unsuccessful proposal to NSF. He will receive 2 years of funding from a
successful proposal form ANL in heavy element chemistry.
Dr. Dixon had 33 papers published or accepted. 5 papers have been submitted. One book
chapter was published and one is accepted. 3 Encyclopedia of Geochemistry articles have been
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submitted. He had 10 invited presentations. He edited one book Vol. 11, Annual Reports In
Computational Chemistry and is editing Volume 12. His Hirsch index is ~75.
Research efforts include work in computational catalysis, geochemistry, nanoscience,
actinide chemistry, chemical hydrogen storage, and main group chemistry. Research highlights
include:
• Continued work on CCSD(T) and DFT calculations of catalytic reactions on transition
metal oxides. Determined the potential energy surfaces for the dehydrogenation,
dehydration, and ether formation catalytic reactions of multiple alcohols on Al8O12 as a
model for γ-Al2O3 and of glycols on TMO clusters. Studied alcohol reactions on
hydrolysis of RuOx nano clusters;
• Completed extensive set of thermodynamic properties of biomass intermediates.
Currently in use by other experimental laboratories;
• Continuing to predict the properties (structures, spectra, energetics) of boron-nitrogen
heterocycles with Boston College;
• Developing models for the activation of CO2 and H2 by frustrated Lewis acid-base pairs;
• Continued work on single site metal ion catalysts encapsulated in the acid site of a
zeolite. Published papers in this area and extended work to Ir clusters and to Os on MgO
with UC Davis and UC-Berkeley;
• Continued extensive collaboration with Russian group on radiation (alpha, beta, gamma,
intense IR, proton) damage in fluoropolymers;
• Calculated reliable potential energy surfaces for the reactions of H2O with ThO2, PaO2+,
UO22+, and UO2+. Showed the importance of closed shell spin orbit corrections. Extended
work to reactions of a range of reactions of anions and cations containing actinides with
H2O, NO2, HNO2. Initiated calculations on high oxidation state actinides;
• Calculating acidities of substituted amino acids and polypeptides. Calculated acidities
and other properties of phosphorylated amino acids and bond dissociation energies and
other dissociation energies to explain CID reactions;
• Completing studies of reactions of lanthanide atoms with a focus on F2 and H2O2
reactions to explain experimental results;
• Studying the transition of ZnO from molecular clusters to nanomaterials. Discovered new
growth mechanisms and how to predict surface energies. Studied complete hydrolysis of
TiO2 nanoclusters;
• Developing methods for the prediction of IR spectra in clays and on mineral surfaces;
• Continuing to develop new method to predict heats of formation of minerals based on
accurate cluster energies in the gas phase and extrapolation to the infinite cluster limit;
• Developing database of transition metal compound heats of formation to improve
parameterization of SEMO methods for large molecules. Developed new diagonalization
methods for massively parallel computers for large molecular systesm;
• Continuing studies of CO2 SO2, NO2, and H2O with transition metal oxide nanoclusters
and MOFs including reaction with multiple ligands.
Dr. Jack Dunkle: In the 2015-2016 academic year, I made strides to contribute to the
teaching, research and service missions of the University of Alabama. I taught CH461/561
Biochemistry I in the fall semester introducing active learning activities I developed during my
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training in the University’s Active Learning Initiative. I also introduced a critical literature
discussion component to the CH561 course to enhance the experience of the graduate students.
My research activities centered on instrument and reagent purchasing to setup my research lab
and mentoring of undergraduate and graduate researchers including attending the Southeast
Enzyme Conference in Atlanta, Georgia where undergraduate Andrew Beckman and graduate
student Joshua Halliday presented a poster of preliminary results in their studies of the
erythromycin resistance methyltransferase enzymes. I have been participating in the Bauer
Fellowship program, which I believe will facilitate obtaining extramural funding for my
research. On a trip to Washington DC in April I received useful advice from program officers at
the National Institutes of Health on obtaining funding. I served on the Chemistry Departments
Graduate Student Recruitment Committee and the Biochemistry Faculty Search Committee.
These experiences were an excellent opportunity to get know faculty in the department better and
learn more about university service.
Dr. Patrick Frantom: Over the 2015-2016 academic year, research in Dr. Frantom’s
laboratory was supported through an NSF-CAREER award (2013-2018) and an NIH R01 award
(2015-2019). This funding supported research efforts of five graduate and three undergraduate
researchers. Dr. Garmia Kumar received her Ph.D. and will be going on to a postdoctoral
position at McMaster University in Canada. During this year, five RA positions were supported
(2.5 NSF CAREER Award, 1.5 NIH R01, and 1 UA Graduate Council Fellowship).
Undergraduate research support came from the Computer-Based Honors program, the Chemistry
Department REU program, and dedicated funding from the NSF CAREER award (2 summer
students and 3 academic year positions). The laboratory published three peer-reviewed
publications (2 in Biochemistry, 1 in Journal of Chemical Education) and three conference
abstracts. Research from the Frantom laboratory generated nine poster presentations at regional,
national, and international conferences. Dr. Frantom gave invited lectures at University of
Kansas, University of South Carolina, and Wesleyan University. Dr. Frantom served as a mentor
for the Active Learning Initiative sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences. Dr. Frantom
also served on the Biochemistry search committee and as Assessment Coordinator for the
Department of Chemistry. Dr. Frantom led an effort with university stakeholders to support the
acquisition of a state-of-the-art mass spectrometry system for backbone amide H/D exchange
experiments. In terms of external service, Dr. Frantom served as an editorial board member for
BBA-Proteins and Proteomics, an NSF panelist, and ad hoc reviewer for multiple scientific
journals.
Dr. Daniel Goebbert: The Goebbert group currently consists of 3 graduate students and 7
undergraduate students. Two students graduated from Dr. Goebbert’s group, one is continuing
graduate studies in Spanish at UA, and the other is employed with Eastman. In the last academic
year the group published several manuscripts. The group has sought outside funding from the
National Science Foundation and the American Chemical Society Petroleum Research Fund. Dr.
Goebbert taught CH117 in fall 2015 and implemented several new learner-centered techniques
and assessment tools. Dr. Goebbert taught physical chemistry lab in spring 2016. Dr. Goebbert
served on the Graduate recruiting committee for the department, participated in the Science
Olympiad. He completed service on the university student health committee, and is not on the
university IT committee. Dr. Goebbert reviewed manuscripts, proposals and a new general
chemistry textbook.
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Dr. Arun Gupta: Taught Undergraduate Physical Chemistry II Course (CH 342) in Spring
2015/2016. Served as advisor for six PhD students and two post-doctoral associates. Served on
several department and university-level committees. Associate Director of the MINT Center.
Editorial Board of Nature Scientific Reports and Rare Metals Journal. Actively involved in
research with 18 peer-reviewed articles appearing in print; 5 additional articles accepted for
publication. Organized symposium “Magnetic Nanomaterials for Biomedical and Energy
Applications” at MRS 2015 Fall Meeting, Boston, MA; and symposium “Oxide and
Chalcogenide-Based Thin Films and Nanostructures for Electronics and Energy Applications” at
MRS 2016 Spring Meeting, Phoenix, AZ. Continued research funding through several awards:
DOE, NSF-ECCS, NSF-CHE, NSF-DMR and NSF-IS&E.
Dr. Michael Jennings: With regards to academic service, Dr. Jennings instructed CH 237
and 338 in the fall of 2015. In the spring of 2016, Dr. Jennings instructed CH 432 and 532.
Based on evaluations (student) for both CH 432/532 and 237/338, he received high marks from
the undergraduate and graduate students. With respect to administrative service, Dr. Jennings has
been the Director of Undergraduate Studies since August of 2009. He continues in this role and
guides the undergraduate program in chemistry. Dr. Jennings also served as the Chair of the
Cava Lecture and Textbook committees. He also serves on the A&S Committee on College
Scholarships. With regards to research, the past academic year has been fruitful for his program.
His research group (6 graduate students and 1 undergraduates) has synthesized in total (since
2003) twenty-two natural products, (-)-dactylolide, (-)-zampanolide, (-)-varitriol, (-)centrolobine, (-)-disopongin A, (-)-disopongin B, (+)-bruguierol C, (epi)-aigialomycin D, (rac)brussonol, (rac)-abrotanone, (-)-clavosolide, (-)-aspergillilde A, (+)-neopeltolide, ent-pochonin J,
(-)-cyanolide, cryptocarolone, cryptocaryolone diacetate, (7)-desmethoxyfusarentin, sporostatin,
xestodecalactone A, curvularin, 12-oxo-curvularin, and citreofuran. In addition to the mentioned
natural products, Dr. Jennings’ group is investigating the total syntheses of the following natural
products: cyanomaclurin, curvulone, zearalenone, neocosmosins B and C, and sinensigenin A.
Additionally, Dr. Jennings’ research group continues to investigate the catalytic carbocupration
of a,b-acetylenic esters with a variety of Grignard reagents for vicinal functionalization
protocols. During the past academic 2015-2016 year, Dr. Jennings published 1 manuscript. In
addition, Dr. Jennings has reviewed numerous manuscripts (>50) for Organic Letters, The
Journal of Organic Chemistry, The Journal of the American Chemical Society, Tetrahedron
Letters, Pure and Applied Chemistry, European Journal of Chemistry, The Canadian Journal of
Chemistry, and Structural Chemistry. He has also reviewed numerous proposal for NSF and
ACS-PRF.
Dr. Diana Leung: During the Summer 2015, Dr. Leung taught Organic Chemistry I (CH
231, 80 students) and Organic Chemistry Laboratory I (CH 237, 29 students). During the Fall
2015, Dr. Leung taught three sections of General Chemistry I (CH 101, 623 students). During the
Spring 2016, Dr. Leung taught Organic Chemistry I (CH 231, 196 students), two sections of
Introductory Organic Chemistry (CH 105, 349 students), and Honors Research Seminar (CH
492, 1 student). Overall, Dr. Leung was responsible for 4476 student credit hours in the last
academic year.
Dr. Leung served on the departmental Undergraduate Curriculum Committee, and the
College’s Diversity Committee, through which she was involved in the organization of the
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Capstone Recruitment Day for diversity oriented recruiting in high schools serving students with
disadvantaged backgrounds in Tuscaloosa County and the surrounding Black Belt. She served as
a captain in the 2016 Science Olympiad Regional Competition at UA and a judge at the 14th
Annual UA Honors Research Conference.
Dr. Robert Metzger: Work on rectifiers and unimolecular amplifiers is continuing despite
all odds (The group has not been funded by NSF). The Metzger group has published one major
paper in May 2015 in Chemical Reviews, plus a paper in J. Phys. Chem. C. One paper was
submitted to Langmuir and an additional paper will be submitted in the near future. A major
paper with Dr. Woski is in preparation for submission to Angewandte Chemie.
Dr. David Nikles: Research Accomplishments. I published two refereed papers in 2015, one
had graduate students as coauthors. We made two poster presentations and two oral presentations
at the Southeast/Southwest Joint Regional Meeting of the American Chemical Society in
Memphis, TN, November 2015. The two posters were presented by undergraduate research
assistants. The oral presentations had graduate students and undergraduate students as coauthors.
My research group consisted of one graduate students and nine undergraduate students. We
demonstrated magnetically triggered release of doxorubicin from our Medusa Particles, i.e. a
targeted, magnetically triggered drug delivery system consisting of magnetic iron oxide
nanoparticles with poly(caprolactone-b-ethylene glycol) diblock copolymers covalently linked to
the particle surface. This was an important result and we have submitted a patent disclosure, will
submit a manuscript for publication and will submit a NIH proposal for research support. Service
Accomplishments. I served as an unpaid academic consultant for the Information Storage
Industry Consortium to prepare the recording media section of the 2015 International Magnetic
Storage Roadmap. This document describes the ten-year future of magnetic tape technology and
described the research needed to underpin future advances in data storage capacity. The CAF and
OSP have partnered to plan for submitting a preproposal to the 2016 NSF Materials Research
Science and Engineering Center program competition. This involved a series of team-building
workshops in the summer and a fall IRG competition. The interdisciplinary groups and the
principal investigator have been chosen. The pre-proposal is being prepared, due July 1, 2016
and full proposal due December 1, 2016.
Dr. Shanlin Pan: Dr. Pan taught general chemistry CH102 in fall 2015 and quantitative
analysis in spring 2016. Dr. Pan has applied innovative teaching methods such as Tegrity, clicker
and blackboard systems for improving his students’ learning outcomes. Dr. Pan was actively
involved in K-12 education module development and teacher training under the support of NSF’s
Math and Science Partnership (MSP) program with Tuskegee University. The group has
published an education article “Shedding Light on Nano for Energy Conversion” in The Science
Teacher, with Dr. Karen Boykin and Professor Dee Goldston.
The Pan group has published 6 papers during the past academic year, including a very
significant work published in J. Am. Chem. Soc. on NanoCOT electrode materials and another
significant work of single nanoparticle electroluminescence published in J. Phys. Chem. C. Two
full patents on NanoCOT and nanoparticle analysis based on previous disclosures are now
published online. The Pan group was able to successfully attract additional external federal
funding to 1) study of redox reaction mechanism and dynamics at single nanoparticles using
electrogenerated chemiluminescence (ECL) and scanning nanoelectrode with improved spatial
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and spectral resolution; and 2) develop new nanostructured electrode materials for enhanced
solar fuel generation. Extensive research collaboration with The University of Mississippi,
Mississippi State University, and Tulane University has been established based on these awards
with goals to help address challenging issues involved in clean and alternative energy techniques.
Dr. Pan supervised 7 graduate students, 10 undergraduate students, and 2 postdoctoral
fellows during the past academic year. He also served on thesis committees of 18 students from
both chemistry and the college of engineering. The former pan group student Daniel Clayton
(PhD 2014) has continued his excellent work on his tenure-track assistant professor position in
Minot State University. Another excellent student Caleb Hill (PhD 2014) is moving onto a
tenure-track assistant professor position in The Department of Chemistry of The University of
Wyoming. The more recent graduate student Dr. Jue Wang (PhD 2015) rejoined the Pan group
as a postdoctoral fellow to work on the recently funded NSF track II project. The 5th year student
Zhichao Shan won numerous awards, including the Alabama EPSCoR Graduate Research
Scholars and Outstanding Dissertation Research Award of Chemistry. Zhichao also received the
1st place graduate presentation award of NanoBio summit in Birmingham. The 4th year graduate
Mr. Jia Liu has decided to pursue a different career in Computer Science in Pace University and
graduated with a master’s degree. The 3rd year student Nelly Kaneza has been working on
BODIPY dye sensitized solar cell along with our long-term collaborators Professor Dixon,
Professor Gupta, and Professor Haiying Liu (Michigan State). The group recently published
Nelly’s work in J. Phys. Chem. C to help understand the structure-function relationship of
organic chromophores in a solar energy conversion system. The 2nd year graduate student Wilson
Ma has been working on single particle electrochemistry experiment after receiving excellent
training from the UA’s microfabrication facility. Wilson’s work has showed that single
plasmonic nanoparticles can be developed with a transparent microelectrode and dark field light
scattering at the same time. Wilson was recently awarded the Alabama EPSCoR Graduate
Research Scholars fellowship because of his excellent academic performance in the group. Dr.
Pan has been very aggressive in advising undergraduate researchers in the past year. Two of the
undergraduate researchers Jeremy Hitts and Dusty Trump have published their work in the UA’s
internal undergraduate research journal Joshua and presented their work at the UA’s annual
Undergraduate Research and Creative Activity Conference (URCA).
Dr. Pan has continued serving on the committee of undergraduate creativity research
academy (UCRA), and the chemistry graduate recruiting committee. Dr. Pan has actively
participated proposal and manuscript reviewing and presided over a symposium section at the
71st SWRM/67TH SERMACS meeting in Memphis.
Dr. Elizabeth Papish: Research: In the past academic year, Dr. Papish submitted 9 external
proposals totaled at ~ $2.4 million. She serves as the lead PI on a UA RGC level 2 collaborative
grant on an anticancer project with co-PI John Kim of ChBE ($150k total to be shared with both
PIs from 2015-2018). She is also a SEED grant recipient from University of Mississippi (lead PI:
Nathan Hammer) via NSF EPSCOR. She also began a new research effort on making
organometallic precursors for CVD for the MRSEC IRG application led by Seongsin Kim. She is
co-PI on the recently funded GAANN proposal (lead PI: Silas Blackstock). Research
productivity has included four published papers, one submitted paper, and one manuscript in
preparation. The most significant publication was a full paper on the catalytic hydrogenation of
CO2 that was submitted recently. Papish gave several invited research seminars at universities
and colleges, and Papish and her students gave several presentations at conferences. These talks
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included three invited talks on water oxidation (two by Papish at an international conference in
Cancun, Mexico and at a regional meeting in Florida and one by postdoctoral fellow Deidra
Gerlach at the ACS meeting in Boston, MA). Papish also presented two invited talks on
ruthenium anticancer compounds developed in her group. Papish advised 4 graduate students, 9
undergraduate students (including one REU student), and two postdoctoral fellows during the
past academic year. Many of these students have won awards or fellowships. Teaching: In the
area of teaching, Dr. Papish taught CHEM 413/501 inorganic chemistry in the fall and CHEM
409/609 Organometallic Chemistry in the spring. Significant effort was put in the
Organometallic Chemistry course, as this is the first time it was taught by Papish at UA. A
weekly student led literature discussion was incorporated into the course. Service: Papish served
on the GRC and has led efforts to enhance our graduate recruiting efforts via faculty visits (by
both encouraging us to visit more schools and by doing several recruiting visits herself). Papish
also engaged in several other mentoring and outreach activities with an emphasis on serving as a
mentor both at UA and to women in science both locally and nationally. Papish served as a
reviewer for several journals and for funding agencies, including an NSF panel in the past year.
Papish began managing the XRD facility in January 2015 with the assistance of her postdoctoral
fellows, Dr. Deidra L. Gerlach and Fengrui Qu.
Dr. Paul Rupar: Dr. Rupar’s SOI from Chemistry 101-001 (Fall 2015) improved (Course
3.910, Instructor 4.344). Dr. Rupar continued to experiment with a number of innovative
teaching methods, delivering review sessions via Blackboard Collaborate, providing students
with problem solving videos, and the incorporation of ChemWIki, an open source chemistry
textbook.
Rupar has filed a provisional patent titled the “Synthesis of Linear Polyethyleneimine by
Living Anionic Polymerizations.” Papers related to this IP are set for submission. Dr. Rupar
published two papers, one in Macromolecular Rapid Communications and the other in the
Journal of Chemical Education.
Dr. Rupar’s NSF proposal titled “The Design and Synthesis of Electron-Deficient Boron
Containing Conjugated Polymers” was funded for $405K over 3 years. Dr. Rupar submitted a
proposal to the NSF as a co-PI (33%) with Szulczewsk titled “Investigating structure-property
relationships in nanowire-polymer hybrid thermoelectric materials” for $430K. Dr. Rupar
submitted a Cottrell Scholar application to the Research Corporation for $110K.
Rupar served as a reviewer for a NSF panel and as an ad-hoc reviewer for the Austrian
Science Fund.
Rupar ran an outreach day for 40 sixth grade students from Berry Elementary
(Berry Alabama).
Dr. Kevin Shaughnessy: Shaughnessy group research focuses on the application of
transition metal catalysts in organic synthetic reactions. The Shaughnessy group published three
papers this year in Molecules, Reaction Chemistry & Engineering, and Chemical Engineering &
Technology. Based on the success of the chapter that Dr. Shaughnessy published in Organic
Reactions last year, the editors invited him to update this manuscript for publication as a stand
along book. This project was submitted in spring 2016. Dr. Shaughnessy was co-inventor of a
patent that was issued this year in collaboration with Dr. Martin Bakker. The Shaughnessy
group gave a total of three presentations at national, and international meetings and three poster
presentations at the UA Undergraduate Research Conference. Dr. Shaughnessy is PI of two
collaborative NSF grants (with Dr. David Dixon and with Dr. Ryan Hartman, ChE) from NSF
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($700K total) and is PI for a subcontract from Thrupore Technology ($40K). He is also co-PI on
an NSF-Noyce grant with faculty in the College of Education and the Departments of Physics,
Chemistry, and Mathematics ($1.45 million) to increase the number of highly qualified
secondary science teachers produced at UA. As part of the Noyce grant, Dr. Shaughnessy coorganized the Noyce summer internship program for 20 students from UA and area community
colleges interested in pursuing science education. Dr. Shaughnessy taught two lecture courses
this academic year—Organic Chemistry II (CH 232) and Organic Chemistry Lab I (CH 237) as
well as numerous research and independent study courses in line with the standard load for
chemistry. Dr. Shaughnessy generated over 1,000 student credit hours this year. Dr.
Shaughnessy continued to receive very high student evaluations of his teaching. Dr.
Shaughnessy currently mentors a group of six graduate students. Dr. Shaughnessy mentored
nine undergraduate research students this year. Dr. Shaughnessy serves on the dissertation or
thesis committee of an additional 28 graduate students. Dr. Shaughnessy serves as Chair of the
Department of Chemistry. In addition, his service load included serving as chair of the Dean of
the Graduate School search committee, REU program committee, as departmental web master,
and as the faculty advisor for Gamma Sigma Epsilon. He also served as an interviewer for the
finalists for the University Fellows Experience. Dr. Shaughnessy is a member of the Alabama
Science in Motion Steering Committee and serves as the chair of the Awards Committee for the
Alabama Section of the ACS. He was appointed as an associate editor for Current Organic
Chemistry this year. Dr. Shaughnessy reviewed a total of 34 manuscripts and grant proposals.
Dr. Timothy Snowden: Dr. Snowden mentored eight graduate students (Zhexi Li, Jordan
Entrekin, Yinghui Liu, Brent Wells, Jack Albert, and new students Kyle Black, Sydney Marchi,
and Amarraj Chakraborty) and three undergraduate researchers during the 2015-16 academic
year. Zhexi Li and Jordan Entrekin both successfully defended their dissertations to obtain PhD
degrees, while Jack Albert obtained a coursework master's degree. Dr. Snowden taught CH 231
Organic Chemistry I during the fall semester and CH 231 Organic Chemistry II in the spring,
thereby accounting for nearly 1200 student credit hours. He received high Student Opinions of
Instruction scores in both courses and was honored with a 2015 UA National Alumni
Association Outstanding Commitment to Teaching Award. The Snowden group published one
manuscript related to new strategies and methods for organic synthesis, which was a top 10
downloaded manuscript in October-November 2015 in the corresponding journal. He also
established a drug discovery collaboration with researchers at UAB and the University of
Michigan School of Medicine and obtained seed funding through an internal grant for that work.
As Department Assessment Coordinator, Dr. Snowden prepared the 2014-2015 Chemistry
Annual Assessment Report with outcomes for over 100 assessment measures prior to leaving
that position in August 2015. Dr. Snowden chaired and co-organized the Anthony J. Arduengo,
III Lecture in Main Group Element & Physical Organic Chemistry held in April 2016. He is also
a continuing member of the Department of Chemistry Graduate Committee. In addition, he
reviewed manuscripts for all major scientific publishers, and, notably, was selected as an
international 10 Best Reviewer in 2015 by Editors of the three Elsevier Tetrahedron journals (2nd
year in a row). Dr. Snowden reviewed grant proposals for the ACS Petroleum Research Fund as
well as forthcoming textbooks (one in organic chemistry and one in medicinal chemistry) for two
leading publishers.
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Dr. Shane Street: The Street group had one paper published and another is in near-final
form to be submitted. I was co-PI on an educational grant in effect during this period, an
Alabama AMSTI training program, and senior personnel for the department’s NSF-REU
program. I was also senior personnel for a DoD SBIR project which extended into this period
and for which the PI (Dixon) has submitted an additional funding proposal. I submitted a single
investigator proposal on chemical ordering in metallic nanoparticles to the NSF which was not
recommended for funding again this round.
I taught three lecture courses in the reporting period, the standard teaching load for the Fall
and Spring and another in Summer I. In Fall, I taught a Honors General Chemistry (CH 117), to
80 students. In Spring 2016 I taught General Chemistry II (CH 102) with an enrollment of 212
students. I was chair of the dissertation committee for three graduate students (two of them coadvised). One of these, Dr. Clifton Watkins, will graduate Spring 2016. I supervised the research
of seven undergraduates, with the appropriate number of undergraduate research (CH 398) and
dissertation research (CH 699) credit hours generated. I serve on the dissertation/thesis
committees more than 12 other students.
I served on five University committees and two Departmental committees. I am chair of
Section A of The University’s Research Grants Committee and chair of The University’s Laser
Safety Committee. Other service includes manuscript reviews for five peer-reviewed journals. I
serve on the advisory board of Blackwarrior Riverkeeper.
I am the Director of Graduate Recruiting for the Department.
Dr. Greg Szulczewski: In the Fall semester of 2015 Dr. Szulczewski taught CH 104
(General Chemistry) and CH 524 (Spectroscopic Methods of Analysis) and in the Spring
semester of 2016 he taught CH102 (General Chemistry) and CH 424 (Instrumental Analysis).
Dr. Szulczewski mentored 3 graduate students (Kim Anderson, Tabatha Sutch, and Jennifer
Shankwitz) and 3 undergraduate students in research. In addition, he served on 18 Ph.D.
committees and advised 47 undergraduates. The group published one manuscript and gave three
oral presentations at local, regional and national meetings. Dr. Szulczewski served on four
departmental committees, the Central Analytical Facility advisory board, and the MINT faculty
search committee. He also served as the Chemistry department seminar coordinator. Dr.
Szulczewski reviewed numerous manuscripts for journals including, Journal of Materials
Chemistry, Journal of Physical Chemistry, Journal of Applied Physics, Applied Physics Letters
and Materials Chemistry and Physics and he reviewed proposals for the Petroleum Research
Fund (New Investigator program) and Department of Energy (CAREER program). He was an
invited judge at the Mississippi State Lester Andrews Research Conference and served as the
2015 program chair of the Magnetic Interfaces and Nanostructures Division of the American
Vacuum Society.
Dr. Russell Timkovich: The thrust of current research in the Timkovich group is
determining the three-dimensional structure of biologically important proteins by nuclear
magnetic resonance. The main goal now is the catalytic domain of the exoenzyme Zoocin A,
which has potent antimicrobial activity against a broad spectrum of organisms. Our collaborator
Dr. Gary Sloan and his group genetically engineered a mutant of this protein replacing cysteine
74 with an alanine. This mutant termed C74A still has full biological activity but is incapable of
forming intermolecular dimers via a disulfide bridge, and hence is easier to manipulate. We
have completed the assignment of all possible proton, C-13, and N-15 resonances in the protein
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and the acquisition of experimental constraints in the form of those chemical shifts, dihedral
angles from coupling constants, and inter-proton distances from nuclear Overhauser
enhancements. Simulated annealing computations have now determined the structure. It is
largely beta sheet with one small section of alpha helix. The enzyme contains a zinc ion at the
active site. In previous work we had used a cadmium replacement and Cd-113 NMR to
determine the ligands to the active site metal. The present computations were initially done on a
hypothetical metal-free version of the protein. Nevertheless they correctly positioned the zinc
ligands in the proper position to ligate to the ion. This check gives us high confidence that the
computed structure and NMR constraints have accurately determined the three dimensional
structure. A research publication will be submitted by summer’s end describing this work.
Dr. John Vincent – Prof. Vincent gave invited talks at the international and local level while
the Vincent group additionally gave seven presentations at national, regional, or local meetings.
Prof. Vincent had one book, two book chapters, and five peer-reviewed articles published; one
book chapters was accepted for publication, while another manuscript was submitted to a peerreviewed journal. Prof Vincent had continuing funding from NSF and AICHE and new funding
from AICHE. Research in the group is focused on 1) characterizing the chromium biomolecule
low-molecular-weight chromium-binding substance (LMWCr or chromodulin) found in body
tissues and lost from the body in urine and 2) examining the mechanism by which chromium can
have pharmacological effects increasing insulin sensitivity and improving cholesterol levels.
Prof. Vincent serves as Co-chair of the Faculty Senate’s Academic Affairs Committee and of the
College of Arts and Science’s CARSCA committee. Additionally, Prof. Vincent served on two
University Standing Committees and a task force, including being vice-chair of the IACUC, and
on numerous other UA committees. Prof. Vincent served on the editorial board of one journal
and on the Chemistry Committee of the State of Alabama Articulation and General Studies
Committee. Prof. Vincent is Co-editor-in Chief of the journal Biological Trace Element
Research, published by Springer. In a Mar. 3, 2016 review of citations on ISI Web of Science,
Dr. Vincent had 130 publications identified (excluding abstracts, letters and responses, editorials,
corrections, etc.) that resulted in 7,992 citations, giving an average of 61 citations per
publication. He has an H-index of 46. Dr. Vincent has one publication cited over 1500 times.
Dr. Stephen Woski: The research program of Prof. Woski has continued to progress in
several directions. In the research area of molecular electronics, work expanded on the
applications of hemibiquinones as rectifying modules. Initial experiments have shown some
rectification; a manuscript describing this work in preparation. Three manuscripts have been
published on tis research project. Work is underway to append functional groups that will allow
for self-assembled monolayer formation on electrode surfaces. Profs. Woski and Street continue
a collaborative project to develop new molecules to simultaneously bind sensitizing dyes to
semiconductor surfaces while protecting these fragile moieties by surrounding them in lipid-like
groups. Studies of the chemistry of nucleic acids containing modified nucleoside residues have
also continued. Collaborations have been developed with Prof Timkovich (UA, NMR structural
studies).
In service, Woski continues to serve as the Department of Chemistry’s Director of Graduate
Studies. Development of a new graduate core curriculum is underway. Furthermore, streamlining
and electronic storage of graduate student records will be implemented shortly. One of the
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changes to the program involved the introduction of a Literature & Communication course for
2nd year graduate students. This course ran for the 3rd time in Spring 2016, and feedback has
indicated the graduate students find the course valuable and faculty have noted inprovements in
the writing and presentation skills of the students. This course was the topic of a manuscript
coauthored with Profs. Vin Scalfani (Libraries) and Patrick Frantom that was published in 2015
in the Journal of Chemical Education.
Woski is co-PI on a funded proposal to the NSF (Research Experiences for Undergraduates
in Chemistry at the University of Alabama). This project provides 10-week research experiences
for undergraduates interested in a career in chemistry. Students are primarily chosen from
smaller institutions around the Southeast that cannot provide similar opportunities for research.
This grant has been renewed for another three years. He is also co-PI and co-Director (with Prof.
Blackstock) on a Graduate Assistantships in Areas of National Need (GAANN) grant funded by
the Department of Education. This program provides fellowships to support 4-6 graduate
students per year who are involved in an intensive teaching training experience run in the
Department.
II. Staff Highlights
Staff Changes: The Department lost two long time staff members, Ms. Evelyn Jackson and
Ms. Janice Voss, who retired after long careers as office associates in the Department of
Chemistry. Mrs. Jennifer Eisenhower has been hired to serve as secretary for graduate programs.
Mrs. Amy Ryan has been hired to serve as secretary for undergraduate programs. Ms. Holly
Tanory was hired as an office associate in fall 2015 to serve as the assistant to our endowed chair
professors.
Mr. Rick Smith received an award from the American Society of Glassblowers for the best
article in their professional publication.
III. Student Highlights
Department students received recognition on campus and nationally for their academic and
research success. The list of awards received by department graduate and undergraduate
students is provided below.
Graduate Student Fellowships and Awards
External Awards
Southern Regional Education Board Fellowship
Carl Saint Louis (Blackstock)
GRSP Fellowship
Zhichao Shan (Pan)
Fulbright Scholarship
Pandora White (Vincent)
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Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology Travel Award
Pandora White (Vincent)
University Awards
Graduate Council Fellowship
Archana Panikar (Gupta)
National Alumni Association License Tag Fellowships
Benjamin Fowler (Goebbert)
Katie Strickland (Blackstock)
McNair Graduate Fellowship
Kristina Haney (Jennings)
Chemistry Department Awards
Outstanding Dissertation Award
Ashley Jolly (Bonizzoni)
Outstanding Research by a Doctoral Student
Zhichao Shan (Pan)
Outstanding Graduate Student Award
Garima Kumar (Frantom)
Outstanding Third-Year Student Award
Hongda Cao (Rupar)
Outstanding Second-Year Student Award
Tabitha Sutch (Dixon)
Xiaoli Liang (Bonizzoni)
Outstanding First-Year Teaching Award
Ariel Kelley (Blackstock)
GAANN Fellowships
Kerry Barnett (Shaughnessy)
Molly Lockart (Bowman)

Dalton Burks (Papish)

Undergraduate Student Awards
External Awards
Barry Goldwater Scholarship
Sarah McFann
UA Goldwater Fellow Finalist
Samantha Dyroff

Michael Royko
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Alabama Section of the ACS Travel Award
Katie Kuykendall
Southeast Undergraduate Research Conference
Renee Stullich (Shaughnessy)—Honorable Mention-Poster Presentation
University Awards
UA Undergraduate Research Conference
Shuwen Yue - 2nd Place Oral Presentation
Abigail Paulson - 3rd Place Oral Presentation
Sean Miller - Honorable Mentions Oral Presentation
John Lundeen - 3rd Place Poster Presentations
Rachel Kress - Honorable Mention Poster Presentations
Randall Outstanding Undergraduate Research Award
Hayden Arnold (Dixon)
Sean Miller (Dixon)
Julia Murphy (Dixon)
Shuwen Yue (Dixon)
Catherine Johnson Randall Award
Shuwen Yue (Dixon)
Phi Beta Kappa
Erin Hein
Sean Miller
Shanna Phillips

Rachel Honan
Julia Murphy

A&S Awards
Distinguished Undergraduate Scholars
Nagasi Adusumilli
Katie Kuykendall
Sean Miller
Shanna Phillips
Outstanding Sophomore Scholarships
Nichole Chambers
Arts & Sciences Undergraduate Creative and Research Activity Grant
Michael Bautista (Rupar)
Cody Colclough (Blackstock)
Samantha Dyroff (Vincent)
Katie Kuykendall (Vincent)
Madison Monnette (Metzger)
Sarah Puckett (Cassady)
Chemistry Department Awards
Outstanding Chemistry Undergraduate Student Award
John A. Lundeen
Rachael Kress
Outstanding Chemistry Undergraduate Student Research Award
Shuwen Yue
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The American Institute of Chemists Award
Mary Kate Kuykendall
Kindle S. Williams
ACS Division of Inorganic Chemistry Undergraduate Student
Award
Sarah C. Baudendistal
ACS Division of Organic Chemistry Undergraduate Student
Award
Shanna Phillips
Outstanding Analytical Chemistry Student Award
Natalie Kidd
Outstanding Organic Chemistry Students Award
Andrew R. Rice
Natalie M. Kidd
Benjamin T. McGowan
Connor M. Meyers
Caitlin B. Curtis
Outstanding Nursing Student Award
Thuy T. Truong
Outstanding General Chemistry Students Award
Erin L. Washington
Patrick J. Jesup
Matt P. Comeaux
Emily A. Mandel
Hannah H. Kim
Grace A. Siy
Abigail L. Kappelman
Kaitlyn M. Lineberry
Kara E. Macintyre
2016 Alabama Chapter of Gamma Sigma Epsilon National Chemistry Honorary
Society
Amira R Abbas
Scott K McCormick
Daniel R Patterson
Madison T Brooks
Tucker P McMillen
Tinsley F Roberson
Nicole Chambers
Connor M. Meyers
Lara C Scott
David T Charles
Benjamin D Michaels
Alexander L Shaver
Caroline N Cunningham
Anna C Parker
Andrea M Shull
Matthew V Delahay
Addison M Iszler
Zachary J Simmons
Kyle W Furlow
Natalie M Kidd
Melissa J Uehling
Sarah J Guertin
Alexander A Lalisan
Julie A Weaver
Jackson M Gunter
Christopher C Mayhugh
Matthew M Wilson
Sarah A Howard
IV. Faculty Research Productivity
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Publications and Presentations: The productivity of the Chemistry faculty remained
strong, although several metrics slipped from the previous year (Tables 1 and 2). The chemistry
faculty published 106 peer-reviewed papers during this year, which corresponds to 4.24
papers/TTF. This value is typical for the Department over the past 5 years. The faculty
submitted a total of 103 papers (4.1/faculty) during this FAR year, which includes papers that
were also published in 2014-15. A total of 2 patent applications were submitted this year and 3
patents were awarded to Department faculty. The faculty and students gave a total of 152
presentations at professional meetings and invited seminars at other schools, which is below the
5 year average (194).
Table 1. Summary of Faculty Research Productivity by Year
Year
Published
C&G
C&G subb
C&G
Research
Talks
a
b
c
Articles
awarded
($)
In-Force
Exp.
2015-16
106
$3.24 M
71 ($18 M)
48 ($8.9 M) $2.09 M
152
2014-15
115
$3.65 M
75 ($21 M) 54 ($10.1 M) $2.63 M
208
2013-14
128
$3.45 M
104 ($22 M) 72 ($13.6 M) $3.33 M
232
2012-13
115
$3.15 M
100 ($21 M) 79 ($13.8 M) $3.73 M
169
2011-12
102
$2.65 M
92 ($23 M) 52 ($11.2 M) $4.00 M
210
a
b
Peer-reviewed articles published in this FAR period. Submitted proposal applications that are
pending or were not funded. cFiscal year (10/1–9/31) values from OSP annual report. Most
recent values are FY 15.
Contract and Grant Activity: The Department faculty continue to effectively attract
research dollars to the university despite the tough financial climate (Tables 1 and 3). Chemistry
faculty submitted 71 proposals (47 proposal equivalents) with a total value of $18 million based
on FAR data. The number of submissions and requested dollars is below the five-year average,.
FAR data show that faculty were awarded 17 contracts and grants (11 proposal equivalents) with
a value of $1.2 million, although this value is likely not accurate. Using data from the Office of
Research, Chemistry had $3.24 million in new awards during FY 15 (10/1/14 – 9/31/15), which
was similar to the previous 4 years, although a decrease from FY 14. The number of in-force
awards (48) is down for the third year as is the total amount of in-force funding ($8.9 million).
Research expenditures continued a five-year trend of declining. The challenge faced by faculty
is that opportunities for submission of grant proposals are being limited at many agencies. For
example, NSF has a single submission window for chemistry proposals. In addition, funding
rates remain at historical lows. Faculty must continue to aggressively seek funding for all
possible sources in the face of these negative trends in order for the department's research efforts
to remain productive.
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Table 2. Individual Faculty Publication Activitya
Faculty
Peer-Reviewed
Books
Patents
External
Publications
Talks
Sub
Acc
Pub
Book Chap
App
Iss
Allred
4
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
Arduengo
4
0
3
0
0
0
0
4
Bakker
4
0
3
0
0
1
1
8
Blackstock
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
Bonizzoni
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
9
Bowman
2
0
2
0
3
0
0
10
Cassady
4
0
4
0
0
0
0
11
Dixon
33
5
32
1
2
0
0
24
Dunkle
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
Frantom
3
0
3
0
0
0
0
7
Goebbert
4
0
4
0
0
0
0
4
Gupta
14
5
18
0
0
0
0
15
Jennings
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
Metzger
2
1
2
0
0
0
0
5
Nikles
3
0
2
0
0
0
0
5
Pan
5
0
4
0
0
1
1
15
Papish
5
0
4
0
0
0
0
13
Rupar
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
Shaughnessy
2
0
3
0
0
0
1
3
Snowden
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
Street
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
Szulczewski
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
Timkovich
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Vincent
5
0
5
1
1
0
0
4
Woski
5
0
4
0
0
0
0
4
Total
103
11
106
2
6
2
3
152
a
Accepted publications are those that have been accepted, but not published. Publication
submissions (sub) include all peer-reviewed papers submitted this year, including those also
accepted or published.
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Table 3. Individual Faculty Grant Activitya
Faculty
Submitted Submitted $ Awarded

Awarded $

InIn-Force $
Force
Allred
0
$0
0
$0
0
$0
Arduengo
7
$530,000
3
$209,000
1
$34,993
Bakker
3
$273,689
1
$19,685
1
$6,000
Blackstock
1
$221,459
1
$59,056
1
$124,500
Bonizzoni
6
$1,747,053
1
$2,500
0
$0
Bowman
0
$0
0
$0
2
$557,653
Cassady
3
$826,171
0
$0
2
$575,830
Dixon
6
$1,029,930
1
$105,867
11
$2,315,645
Dunkle
0
$0
0
$0
0
$0
Frantom
2
$237,555
0
$0
3
$1,253,760
Goebbert
4
$1,507,325
0
$0
0
$0
Gupta
5
$1,637,683
1
$109,837
7
$1,410,754
Jennings
1
$504,846
0
$0
0
$0
Metzger
1
$252,662
0
$0
0
$0
Nikles
1
$1,305,816
0
$0
3
$71,384
Pan
0
$0
1
$414,000
6
$1,446,959
Papish
9
$2,362,968
2
$24,685
1
$37,500
Rupar
5
$763,155
1
$130,735
6
$110,000
Shaughnessy
2
$434,260
1
$0
1
$640,915
Snowden
0
$0
0
$2,500
3
$0
Street
2
$494,333
1
$19,685
0
$19,403
Szulczewski
6
$1,908,670
1
$19,685
2
$0
Timkovich
0
$0
1
$0
0
$0
Vincent
6
$1,457,235
0
$2,000
0
$159,996
Woski
1
$221,459
1
$59,056
3
$140,000
Total
71
$17,716,269
17
$1,178,291
48
$8,905,292
a
In-force C&G refer to grants in force between 4/1/15 and 3/31/16. Awarded includes grants
funded in this period, while submissions includes all grants submitted in this period, including
those funded, pending, or declined.
V. Credit Hour Production and Numbers of Majors/Graduates
Student Credit Hour Production
The total student credit hour production (graduate and undergraduate) was 16,686 and 12,438
in the fall 2015 and spring 2016 semesters, respectively. The total of 29,124 SCH represents a
5.0% increase compared to 2014-15. This growth is somewhat larger than last year, although it
represents a much slower rate of growth than was seen in the years before 2014-15. Table 4
shows the past five years of enrollment trends in Chemistry. The Department has seen a 43%
increase in credit hour production from 2011-11 to 2015-16. The bulk of this growth has been at
the undergraduate level, primarily in the service level courses. Student credit hours have grown
47% at the undergraduate level and 12% at the graduate over the past five years. The trend of
significant growth in the department's service courses appears to be slowing, however, as the size
of incoming classes begins to flatten out.
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Table 4. Total Credit Hour production
Academic Year
Undergraduate
Graduate
2015-2016
27,559
1,564
2014-2015
26,132
1,589
2013-2014
25,165
1,583
2012-2013
22,207
1,528
2011-2012
18,747
1,395

Total
29,124
27,721
26,748
23,735
20,142

% Change
+5.0%
+3.6%
+13%
+18%
+10%

Growth in student credit hour production has slowed, but still showed a healthy 5% increase
over 2014-15 across all levels. Total credit hour production by semester for undergraduate
courses is shown in Table 5. Table 6 shows a breakdown by course level. The 100-level courses
and organic chemistry represent the Department's main service teaching load. The Department
continues to see growth in our service courses. The 100 level courses (101/102, 104/105, and
117/118) grew by 6% over last year and have grown by approximately 47% since 2011-12. The
fall 2015 enrollment in 100-level courses was 3,065 students. The maximum capacity of the
general chemistry labs in the SEC building is 3,648. The fall enrollment represents 85% of
maximum capacity. At the current rate of growth, this maximum capacity will be reached
in 3-4 years. After a slight decrease in organic chemistry in 2014-15, a 5% increase in credit
hour production occurred this year. Enrollment in organic will probably be similar in 2016-17
based on this year's CH 102 enrollment. Student credit hour production in the upper level
chemistry courses (300-400 level) increased at a slower rate than in previous years (5.5%). The
5-year growth rate is 70%, which is significantly higher than for the Department's service
courses. The continued strong growth reflects the recent growth in the number of chemistry
majors, who are the main audience for our 300- and 400-level courses. In addition, our
biochemistry course (CH 461) is a popular course for chemical engineering majors.
Table 5. Overall Trends in Undergraduate Credit Hour Production.
Academic Year
Fall Semester
Spring Semester
Total (% growth)
2015-2016
15,884
11,675
27,559 (5.5%)
2014-2015
15,096
11,036
26,132 (3.8%)
2013-2014
14,210
10,955
25,165 (13%)
2012-2013
12,090
10,117
22,207 (18%)
2011-2012
10,287
8,460
18,747 (11%)
Table 6. Credit Hour Production by Course Level
Academic Year
100 Level
2015-2016
20,892 (6%)
2014-2015
19,772 (5%)
2013-2014
18,824 (9%)
2012-2013
17,288 (22%)
2011-2012
14,222 (9%)

Organic
5,170 (5%)
4,941 (-2%)
5,035 (31%)
3,855 (6%)
3,642 (22%)

Upper (% growth)
1,497 (5.5%)
1,419 (8.7%)
1,306 (23%)
1,064 (20%)
883 (1%)

Graduate student credit hour production was down slightly from the previous year and
similar to the past four years. The longer term trend shows a plateau after continuous growth for
several years prior to 2012-13. The level credit hour production is consistent with the flat
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enrollment in our graduate program. After several years of growth, our graduate student
population has reached a steady state of between 90 and 100 graduate students. Graduate student
credit hours have increased by 12% since 2011-12.
Table 7. Trends in Graduate Credit Hour Production
Academic Year
Fall Semester
Spring Semester
2015-2016
801
763
2014-2015
846
719
2013-2014
840
743
2012-2013
796
732
2011-2012
637
758

Total
1,565 (-1%)
1,589 (0%)
1,583 (4%)
1,528 (10%)
1,395 (2%)

The Department's reliance on non-tenure track faculty to meet its instructional needs remains
high (Table 9). As a CLTF, Dr. Diana Leung generated nearly 4,500 SCH this year. In addition,
a total of 5 PTTI lines were used during the academic year. Part-time instructors generated over
3,200 SCH in the department this year. After decreasing our reliance on PTTI lines during the
2012-13 academic year, continued student growth has resulted in the continued need for several
PTTI lines each year.
Table 9. Credit Hour Production by Non-Tenure Track Faculty
Faculty
Rank
Fall SCH
Spring SCH
Leung
CLTF
2,492
1,985
Li
PTTI (2 classes)
620
836
McDuffie
PTTI (3 classes)
620
1,182
Total
3,732
4,003

Total SCH
4,477
1,456
1,802
7,735

The number of students declaring chemistry as their major in the spring semester of 2016
was 282, up 11% from the spring of 2015 (Table 10). The number of majors in Chemistry has
grown significantly over the past three years after several years of little change in the number of
majors. Since fall 2011, the number of fall chemistry majors has grown from 157 to 282
(+80%). The Department has made a concerted effort to grow our majors as the overall
university population grows. The Chemistry Department continues its effort in attracting and
retaining chemistry majors to continue to build on these trends. Increased enrollment in 200- and
300-level courses taken solely by Chemistry majors shows that this growth is occurring at all
levels, but is focused in the 1st and 2nd years of the curriculum. Growth in the number of
chemistry graduates is anticipated in coming years as a result of the increased number of majors.
Table 10. Undergraduate Chemistry Major Trends
Year
Fall
Spring
2015-16
281
282
2014-15
259
253
2013-14
192
206
2012-13
156
181
2011-12
157
138
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During the calendar year of 2015, the Chemistry Department graduated 40 students (Table
11). This represents a 48% increase over the 2014 calendar year and is the largest annual
number of graduates since the 1970s. Of particular note, 35% of the graduates earned the more
rigorous ACS-certified degree, plus two students who graduated on the Chemical
Engineering/Chemistry dual degree track. Three fourths of our graduates (30/40) graduated with
distinction (cum laude or higher). We can anticipate continued strong degree production next
year as 34 students graduated with Chemistry degrees in May 2016, which is the largest May
class in the past 40 years. Given the Department's growth in majors and enrollment in upper
level courses, growth in Chemistry degree production should continue for the next several years.
Table 11. Undergraduate Degree Production
Year
Degree
May
Aug
2015
Pre-Health
19
4
ChE/CH
0
1
ACS
12
0
Total
31
5
2014
Pre-Health
15
0
ChE/CH
0
0
ACS
10
0
Total
25
0
2013
Pre-Health
7
1
ChE/CH
0
1
ACS
9
0
Total
16
2
2012
Pre-Health
6
2
ACS
9
1
Total
15
3
2011
Pre-Health
11
0
ACS
10
0
Total
21
0

Dec
1
1
2
4
1
1
0
2
1
0
1
2
0
0
0
1
1
2

Total
24
2
14
40
16
1
10
27
9
1
10
20
8
10
18
12
11
23

Undergraduate Curriculum Changes and Projects
Dr. Shaughnessy is co-PI on an NSF NOYCE grant that seeks increase the number of
physical science (chemistry and physics) and math students pursuing secondary education
certification from UA. As part of this effort, Dr. Shaughnessy is exploring potential new
certification pathways for highly qualified teachers with chemistry training. Dr. David Dixon is
co-PI on an HHMI grant that is supporting curricular improvements in the Honors Chemistry lab
courses.
Graduate Student Population and Degree Production
Some Graduate Program vital statistics for April 1, 2015 to March 31, 2016 compared to
previous years are given below in Tables 12-16. Graduate enrollment in fall 2015 increased to
95 doctoral+masters students, which is an average of 3.8 students/tenured or tenure-track faculty.
Enrollment of females, who are underrepresented in chemistry, remains strong with 42% (40/95)
of the overall graduate population and 42% (27/64) of the domestic student population being
female. Underrepresented racial groups continued to be strongly represented with AfricanPage 27 of 39
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Americans/Native-Americans/Pacific Islanders comprising 15.6% (10/64) of domestic graduate
student population. The graduate student population continues to hold with clear majority of
domestic students versus international students (67% vs. 33%), but the incoming class (Fall
2016) is .
Table 12. Graduate Student Enrollment Trends
Year
Total
Ph.D.
Students
Fall 2015
95
91
Fall 2014
90
88
Fall 2013
97
95
Fall 2012
94
93
Fall 2011
94
93

M.S.

PLA (Ph.D.)

Postdocs

4
2
2
1
0

0
0
0
0
1

16
12
15
12
13

Table 13. Domestic/Foreign Student Distribution.
Year
USA
Foreign
Fall 2015
64
31
Fall 2014
60
30
Fall 2013
65
32
Fall 2012
65
29
Fall 2011
66
27
Table 14. Nationality Distribution.
Year
USA
China

Fall 2015
Fall 2014
Fall 2013
Fall 2012
Fall 2011

64
60
65
65
66

India

Eastern
Europe

3
2
4
7
8

1
1
1
1
1

15
16
19
17
16

Other
South/East
Asia
4
2
2
1
0

Other

8
9
6
3
2

Table 15. Gender and Minority Distribution.
Year
Total
Male
Female
Fall 2015
95
55
40
Fall 2014
90
51
39
Fall 2013
97
58
39
Fall 2012
94
56
38
Fall 2011
94
55
39
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Table 16 Domestic Gender and Minority Distribution.
African- Hispanic
Year
Male
Female
American

Fall 2015
Fall 2014
Fall 2013
Fall 2012
Fall 2011

37
32
37
39
39

27
28
28
26
27

8
8
11
10
11

0
0
1
1
0

NativeAmerican
0
1
1
1
1

PacificIslander
2
2

A snapshot of the methods of supporting our graduate student population for fall 2015 is
shown in Table 17. The number of TAs allotted to fulfill our teaching mission has increased to
62 TAs for AY 2015-16, 12 of which are soft money TAs. We purposefully oversubscribed by 4
TA lines in fall 2015. This overage was partly recovered in spring 2016 when we employed 58.6
TAs. We expect the budget to balance with the summer appointments. With enrollment
increases projected to continue, the addition of 14 soft TA to our 50 “hard” lines will hopefully
meet our fall 2016 needs. We expect that we will be oversubscribed again this fall as we are
aggressively recruiting new students and have several students finishing their dissertations.
Additionally, the Department would ultimately like to reduce the lab teaching load of TAs
from 3 general chemistry lab sections per semester to 2 lab sections, while adding recitation
sessions to the TA duties (see Department needs). These recitation sections will provide students
in large lecture classes an opportunity to meet in a smaller group setting where they can actively
participate in problem solving exercises. Doing so will enhance student success and improve
retention in the lower level courses, as well as improving graduate student learning outcomes.
The number of students on RA support dropped compared to the previous fall (Table 17) and
represents a historic low. The low value is due to both decreased funding in the department as
well as a difficulty in attracting students to well-funded research areas. Faculty need to continue
to strive to provide RA support for graduate students in order to grow the overall graduate
population significantly. The Department aspires to a ratio of RA:TA lines of >1, which we have
not met since fall 2007. This ratio was difficult to maintain due to the dramatic increase in TA
lines prompted by the growth of the University. However, the challenging current funding
climate is also reflected in the drop in funded RAs in the current year.
University-sponsored graduate fellowships are critical funding resources for the program.
Fellowships and scholarships funded for AY 2015-16 are shown below, along with those from
several previous years. For this academic year, the chemistry department had 4 students on 9month fellowships awarded by the graduate school. These awards are supplemented by a 0.25
FTE TA appointment to bring the monetary value in line with the normal stipend. The funding
of the Department’s latest GAANN proposal to the Department of Education promises to help
the funding of graduate students by supporting 4-6 stipends per year.
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Table 17. Methods Used to Support the Graduate Students.
Internal
External
Year
TA
RA
Staff

Self
Support
Fall 2015
66.00
15.25
0
1.75
4
0
9
Fall 2014
61.66
15.66
0
2
5
0
7.66
Fall 2013
60.50
22.16
0
6
3
0
6
Fall 2012
47.00
27.66
0
13
4
0
5
Fall 2011
45.66
27.33
0
11
3
0
8
Support breakdown: TAs: 66.00 = 16.5 first-year students, 11.5 second-year students, 38.0
third-year and beyond. RAs: 15.25 = 0 first-year students, 1.50 second-year students, 13.75
third-year and beyond. Fellowships: 1 GCF (A. Panikar), 2 NAA (B. Fowler & K. Strickland),
1 McNair (K. Haney), 0.75 GRSP (Zhichao Shan), 1 US Army (C. Griggs).
Fellowship

Department

Fellowship

A total of 18 students received graduate degrees from the department last year (3 MS and 15
PhD). We had a number of MS-only students complete their degrees in May 2016, and we
anticipate 9 doctoral degrees in Summer 2016. Thus, the total graduation numbers should be
higher in the next calendar year.
Table 18. Graduate Degree Production Trends.
Calendar Year
MS
2015
3
2014
16
2013
10
2012
10
2011
7
Table 19. 2015-2016 PhD degrees
December 2015
Spring 2016
Kimberly Anderson
Steven Kelley
Garima Kumar
Allie Mallet
CJ Pruitt
Carl Saint-Louis

Jordan Entrekin
Christopher Griggs
Clifton Watkins

PhD
15
14
10
8
7

Total
18
30
20
18
14

Summer 2016 (anticipated)
Leah Block
Ge Deng
Wenzhao Dong
Yasemin Hakat
Marcus Johnson
Yinghui Liu
Joseph Meany
Chelsea Plummer
Zhichao Shan

Graduate Student Recruiting and Admissions
A total of twenty-one (21) students entered our graduate program in AY 15/16. This class
was supported by 16.5 full or partial graduate teaching assistantships (TAs), one GRA and three
fellowships. This class included ten females and eleven males. Sixteen of these students were
US citizens and five were foreign nationals.
A fall 2016 incoming class of fourteen (14) students is currently committed, with several
more required to fill our TA needs for the upcoming academic year. The entering class (as is)
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will be supported by thirteen full or partial TAs, and partially supported by two Graduate
Council Fellowships (GCF) and at least one Graduate Assistantship in Areas of National Need
(GAANN). The Department secured four GCFs for its nominees, and two of these students, both
domestic, accepted our offer.
Our graduate TA stipend (also usual for RAs) of $24,480, with additional stipends for health
coverage for the domestic students and no-cost health coverage for international students, for AY
2015-16 is competitive with schools in the Southeast as determined from the recent SE Chair's
Survey. Net regional stipends typically range from $19,000-27,000. Keeping a competitive
stipend is critical to student recruiting. It should be noted that to attract some of the best students
we (along with the Graduate School and Dean’s office) have been able to make a very few offers
with stipends nearing $30,000/yr. (e.g., Graduate Council Fellowships with departmental
enhancements, coupled with partial TA and possibly other awards; the new GAANN
fellowships). Nevertheless, not all such offers are accepted given the very stiff competition for
these students.
Tables 20-23 show pertinent data on graduate admissions. The quality of our incoming
students remains good overall. The fourteen students currently admitted for fall 2016 have an
average GRE score of 307 and 3.6 GPA (for the class as it stands, not including Indian system
“Firsts” which are not numerically translated to GPA by the Graduate School), and one is a
conditional admission. These scores are consistent with our recently established average values.
Table 20. Incoming Students – Number and Type of Admissions and Average Test Scores.
Total

Regular

Conditional

PLA

Domestic

Foreign

F 16*
Sp 16
F 15

14
1
20

13
1
15

1
0
5

0
0
0

7
0
17

7
1
3

Avg.
GRE
307
315
308

Sp 15
F 14
Sp 14
F 14

1
15
1
18

1
1
11

0
2
0
5

0
0
0
0

1
11
1
10

0
4
0
8

313
309
313
306

Sp 13
F 12

2
11

1
9

1
2

0
0

1
7

1
4

Sp 12
2
1
1
F 11
22
18
3
Sp 11
6
3
3
F 10
17
15
1
Sp 10
4
2
2
F 09
16
15
1
Sp 09
2
2
0
F 08
14
12
2
*Anticipated, class not complete
language or US-based degrees.

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
#New scale

1
12
6
12
4
8
2
10
@-All

1
10
0
5
0
5
0
3
foreign

Avg.
TOEFL
87
99
82

N/A@
92 (iBT)
9 (IELTS)
86
87

295#
1150 (2)
308# (9)
1135
1108
1146
1121
94 iBT
1042
1194
1345/5.3
NA
1173/3.8
583
students had English
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Table 21. Nationality Distribution of Incoming Students.
Year

USA

F 16*
AY 15/16
AY 14/15

7
17
12

China &
Taiwan
2
2
2

India
2
1
0

Eastern
Europe
0
0
0

Korea &
Thailand
0
0
0

AY 13/14

11

2

0

1

0

AY 12/13
AY 11/12
AY 10/11
AY 09/10
*Anticipated

8
13
18
14

2
6
3
3

1
2
1
2

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

Others
3
1
2
(Canada)
5
(Africa,
Bahamas,
Sri Lanka)
1
3
1
1

Table 22. Gender and Minority Status Distribution of Incoming Students.
USA - Gender
Total

M

F

Foreign - Gender
Total

F16* 7
4
3
7
AY
17
9
8
4
15/16
AY
12
7
5
4
14/15
AY
11
7
4
8
13/14
AY
8
4
4
5
12/13
AY
13
7
6
11
11/12
AY
17
10
7
6
10/11
AY
14
8
6
6
09/10
*Anticipated, class not complete

US - Minority

M

F

AfricanAmerican

Hispanic

3
2

4
2

1
1

0
0

NativeAmerican/PI
0
0

1

3

0

0

1

5

3

2

0

0

4

1

1

1

0

5

5

3

0

1

4

2

3

0

0

4

2

0

0

0
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Table 23. Admission Success Rate#
Year

Offers
Offers
Success Rate
Domestic
Made
Accepted
Success Rate
F16*
35
14
40%
7/21 = 33%
AY 15/16
36
21
58%
16/28 = 57%
AY 14/15
42
15
36%
11/30 = 37%
AY 13/14
31
18
58%
8/18 = 44%
AY 12/13
28
15
54%
9/21 = 43%
AY 11/12
38
23
61%
16/28 = 57%
AY 10/11
33
23
70%
17/23 = 74%
AY 09/10
36
16
44%
9/23 = 39%
#
Success rate may include loss of students because of denied visas.
*Anticipated, class not complete

Foreign
Success Rate
7/14 = 50%
5/8 = 63%
4/12 = 33%
10/13 = 77%
6/7 = 86%
7/10 = 70%
6/10 = 60%
7/11 = 64%

If the Graduate School’s online AppReview system is used as a database, and the timeframes
of Su ’15, F ’15 (to capture Fall 2015 admits) and then Sp ’16 taken together, we find our
number of domestic applications is steady: 74 applications, but just five (5) from Alabama. We
have continuing discussions on how to improve the number and quality of our domestic
applicants given we are generally a regionally recruiting department. Our number of
international applications, which was on the order of 150 per AY a decade ago, is now much
lower (60 international applications in the 15/16 AY). We believe that this is part of a wider and
ongoing trend: for example, as Chinese universities become better funded and equipped more
Chinese applicants are electing to stay in their native country rather than accept offers to study in
the United States. New international outreach, to India/Nepal and South America, say, should be
pursued. We should also capitalize on relationships with Cuba, Greece, China, and elsewhere to
broaden and deepen our pool of international applicants. The entering class is carefully selected
by the Graduate Recruiting Committee (Street, Bonizzoni, Papish, Allred, Dunkle, Goebbert, and
Gupta) from these applicants, with the advice of the faculty as a whole.
The incoming fall 2015 class, as it stands, does appear to be reasonably diverse. Women,
who had been traditionally underrepresented in our discipline, account for 7/14 of the class (the
Dean’s office (A&S) has ruled that for the purposes of the Dean’s Diversity Award women will
no longer be considered “underrepresented”, reflecting the recent demographic data for our
discipline). One African American woman admitted for fall has accepted and will receive a
GAANN fellowship from the department.
We have been involved in a variety of recruiting efforts. The department was represented at
both the regional meeting of the ACS (SERMACS, a joint meeting this year with the Southwest
region, held in Memphis, TN Nov 4-7 2015) and the Southeast Undergraduate Research
Conference (SURC, Georgia State, Atlanta, Feb 18-19 2016). The Graduate School partially
supported a recruiting trip with Chemistry Department representation to the undergraduate
summer research conference held at Oak Ridge National Laboratory Aug 5-6 2015.
The Department held its second annual graduate recruiting weekend 26-29 February 2016.
We hosted fifteen prospective graduate students in Tuscaloosa. While here, they had the
opportunity to meet with our graduate students and faculty, tour the facilities of the Department
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and The University, and sample the campus lifestyle. We made offers to fourteen of these
students, and ultimately six (6) of these accepted and are part of the fall 2015 class (43% success
rate). Simple cost accounting continues to suggest that this approach is not significantly more
expensive than the individual visits we have historically supported on a per person basis. We
believe the evidence of the results and feedback from both the invitees and our faculty indicate
the recruiting weekend is a useful approach and should continue when the anticipated size of the
recruiting class warrants the effort. We also hosted other domestic applicants for individual visits
to the Department.
Multiple mailings were sent to regional and national universities, to provide information on
the Bama Grad Expo, to offer to present recruiting seminars to regional and national institutions,
and to send literature to prospective students. Prof. Bonizzoni worked with the Graduate School
to identify regional, domestic, and for the first time potential European applicants using a GRE
database. We paid approximately $1600 in application fees, mostly for domestic applicants. The
department supported at least five other recruiting trips for faculty visits to other departments
regionally and nationally.
Graduate Curricular Changes and Projects
An audit of all graduate student files is currently underway. The improved records and
enforcement of deadlines will ultimately help to move students through the program in a timelier
fashion. It is hoped that this will improve our times-to-degree metric for doctoral students.
Stemming from the department’s graduate program “retreat” in December 2013 we are
continuing development of a pair of core courses in graduate chemistry that would be taken by
all incoming graduate students. One of these courses would focus on physical & analytical
topics, and the other would cover organic/inorganic/biochemistry. The goal of these courses is to
develop a basic graduate-level vocabulary in chemistry that would prepare students for the
challenges of working in multidisciplinary environments.
VI. Summary of Faculty Service
The faculty and staff continue to do a great deal of service for the College, University,
state/national agencies, and professional organizations. Their service duties in the various
categories are summarized below following a brief overview of departmental service duties.
Departmental Service:
The Chemistry Department’s Committee Assignments for the 2015-16 academic year are shown
below in Tables 26 and 27. The members of the Chair's Leadership Team are Street, Woski, and
Jennings, who have a heavier service load than typical faculty. Dr. Woski is the Director of
Graduate Studies; he manages he graduate program and curriculum. Dr. Street is Director of
Graduate Recruitment and Admissions and directs both the recruiting and admission of all
graduate students into Chemistry. Dr. Jennings serves as Director of Undergraduate Studies and
has a large task managing all of the undergraduate courses, teaching assistants, and the
undergraduate majors. Dr. Snowden served as the Department's assessment coordinator through
fall 2015 and the submission of the 2014-15 assessment report. He has put in significant effort to
establish measurable assessment criteria for the Department and our degree programs. Dr.
Frantom has taken over as the assessment coordinator for Chemistry. Dr. Shaughnessy is the
Department’s webmaster. Dr. Szulczewski manages the external seminar program. Dr. Metzger
manages the graduate student seminars and cumulative exams. Dr. Bowman (EPR), Dr.
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Timkovich (NMR), Dr. Cassady (MS), and Dr. Papish (X-ray) supervise our major instrument
facilities. Each plays a key role in ensuring this shared instrumentation remains in working
conditions. Drs. Street (NOBCChE), Woski (CGSO), Blackstock (SCACS), and Shaughnessy
(GSE) serve as advisors to departmental student groups.
Table 26. Standing Department Committees 2015-16
Executive Committee
Long Range Planning and Undergraduate Curriculum
K. Shaughnessy (Chair)
Alumni Relations
M. Jennings (Chair)
S. Woski
D. Dixon (Chair)
J. Vincent
S. Street
M. Bakker
R. Timkovich
M. Jennings
A. Arduengo
G. Szulczewski
D. Dixon
A. Gupta
D. Dixon
S. Blackstock
D. Leung
Graduate
Graduate Recruiting
Instrumentation
S. Woski (Chair)
S. Street (Chair)
D. Nikles (Chair)
P. Rupar
J Allred
C. Cassady
R. Timkovich
J. Dunkle
M. Bowman
M. Bowman
D. Goebbert
R. Timkovich
T. Snowden
M. Bonizzoni
A. Arduengo
G. Szulczewski
E. Papish
R. Metzger
S. Pan
E. Papish
A. Gupta
Safety and Stockroom
Cava Lectureship
Arduengo Lectureship
D. Dixon (Chair)
M. Jennings (Chair)
T. Snowden (Chair)
A. Gupta
R. Metzger
S. Blackstock
A. Gupta
S. Woski
J. Vincent
A. Arduengo
Retention, Tenure, and Promotion Committee/NTRC Committee
C. Cassady (Chair)
A. Gupta
T. Snowden
A. Arduengo
M. Jennings
S. Street
M. Bakker
R. Metzger
G. Szulczewski
S. Blackstock
D. Nikles
R. Timkovich
M. Bowman
S. Pan
J. Vincent
D. Dixon
E. Papish
S. Woski
P. Frantom
REU Committee
Other Service Roles
J. Vincent (Chair)
Website: K. Shaughnessy
S. Woski
External Seminars: G. Szulczewski
K. Shaughnessy
Graduate Student Seminars: R. Metzger
C. Cassady
Cumulative Exams: R. Metzger
G. Szulczewski
EPR facility: M. Bowman
NMR facility: R. Timkovich
MS facility: C. Cassady
X-ray facility: E. Papish
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Table 27. Special Committees for 2015-16
Biochemistry Search Committee
J. Vincent (Chair)
P. Frantom
J. Dunkle
M. Bowman
College Service: Department faculty provide significant service to the College. Numerous
department faculty serve on College committees including: College Technology Committee
(Bonizzoni), Graduate Committee (Bowman, Chair), A&S Tenure and Promotion Committee
(Bowman), A&S Scholarship Committee (Jennings), Diversity Committee (Leung), Committee
for Undergraduate Research and Creative Activity (Pan), NTRC Policy Committee
(Shaughnessy), Pre-Health Professions Advisory Committee (Shaughnessy), English NTRC
Promotion Committee (Shaughnessy), Undergraduate Curriculum Committee (Vincent), College
Academy for Creative and Scholarly Activity Committee (Vincent). Chemistry again served as
host to chemistry events in the Science Olympiad and provided demonstrations in the College
tent at Homecoming on the Quad.
University Service: Department faculty serve on a wide range of University committees,
including: Faculty Senate (Blackstock, Vincent), Faculty Senate Task Force Committee For
Diversity in the UA Greek System (Blackstock), Project Rising Tide (Blackstock), QEP
Implementation Committee (Blackstock), UREC Advisory Committee (Blackstock), Technology
and Learning Committee (Bonizzoni), Association of Women in Science Advisor (Cassady),
Laboratory Safety Committee (Cassady), Laboratory and Environmental Safety Committee
(Cassady), STEM Working Group (Cassady), Burnum Award Committee (Dixon), CBHP
Admissions Committee (Dixon), Technology Research Advisory Committee (Dixon), SEC
Faculty Award Selection Committee (Dixon), Student Health Committee (Goebbert), Conflict of
Interest Policy Committee (Gupta), MINT Faculty Search Committee (Gupta, Szulczewski),
CAF Users Advisory Committee (Nikles, Chair; Szulczewski), Intellectual Property Committee
(Nikles), Graduate Dean Search Committee (Shaughnessy, Chair), Alabama Boxing Club
Faculty Advisor (Street), Campus Laser Safety Committee (Street, Chair), Outdoor Adventure
Club Advisor (Street), Tri-Campus Materials Science Program Exam Committee (Street), RGC
(Street, Area A Chair), Institutional Animal Care and Use Facility (Vincent, Vice-Chair), Faculty
Senate Steering Committee (Vincent), Faculty Senate Affairs Committee (Vincent, Co-Chair),
Faculty Handbook Task Force (Vincent), Syllabi Task Force (Vincent).
Department faculty are also involved in the management of research centers on campus. Dr.
Vincent is coordinator of the Center for Biomolecular Products. Dr. Nikles is the director of the
Central Analytical Facility. Dr. Gupta is co-director of MINT and serves on several internal
MINT committees. Chemistry faculty served as judges for the UA Undergraduate Research and
Creative Activity Conference, UA Honors Research Conference, and 3MT competition. Dr.
Shaughnessy served as a faculty interviewer for the Undergraduate Fellows Experience program.
External Service
Local, State, and National Agencies: Chemistry department faculty provide service to the
following local, state, and national agencies: AMSTI Advisory Board (Bakker), Alabama
Science in Motion Steering Committee (Shaughnessy), Black Water River Keepers (Street),
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Chemistry Committee, State of Alabama Articulation and General Studies Committee, STARS
(Vincent).
Editorial and Advisory Boards: Department faculty provide service to a number of
organizations as members of advisory committees including: OWLv2 Advisory Board
(Bonizzoni), the U. Chicago Center for EPR Imaging (Bowman), ALCF User Advisory
Committee, Argonne National Lab (Dixon), Oak Ridge National Lab OLCF User Advisory
Committee (Dixon), Leadership Board for the Great Lakes Biotechnology Academy (Dunkle),
External Advisory Board of NSF Sponsored Center for Mathematical Achievement in Science &
Technology at Grambling State University (Nikles). A number of department faculty serve on
editorial or advisory boards to scientific journals including: Applied Magnetic Resonance
(Bowman), Journal of Magnetic Resonance (Bowman), Journal of Physical Chemistry (Dixon),
Journal of Fluorine Chemistry (Dixon), International Journal of Supercomputer Applications
(Dixon), Computational and Theoretical Chemistry (Dixon), BBA Proteins and Proteomics,
(Frantom), Metallurgical and Materials Transaction (Gupta), Rare Metals (Gupta),
Metallurgical Materials Transactions (Gupta), Advances in Physical Chemistry (Metzger),
Current Organic Chemistry (Shaughnessy), Journal of Biomedicine and Biotechnology
(Vincent), Polyhedron (Vincent), F1000 Research (Woski).
Professional Organizations: Department faculty serve on committees for a range of
professional science and education organizations: Executive Committee, ACS Division of
Fluorine Chemistry (Dixon), ACS Committee on Publications (Dixon), ACS Councilor for
Division of Fluorine Chemistry (Dixon), ACS Committee on Publications (Dixon), AVS
Magnetic Interfaces and Nanostructure Division Executive Committee (Szulczewski). Dr.
Arduengo is the UA representative to the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation (Germany) and
the Deutsche Akademischer Austausch Dienst (German Academic Exchange Service). Dr.
Shaughnessy is the awards chair for the Alabama Section of the American Chemical Society.
Department faculty also provided extensive service as reviewers for national and international
journals and public and private funding agencies including NSF, NIH, DOE, ACS-PRF and
many others. Faculty report reviewing in excess of 500 manuscripts, 6 books or book chapters,
and nearly 200 grant proposals or preproposals. Faculty served on 9 grant panels during the
year.
VII. Summary of Outreach/Fundraising Activities
Outreach: The Chemistry Department and its faculty are actively involved in education and
research outreach activities within the community. These activities include:
Chemistry Summer Research Experience for Undergraduates: Each summer, the Department
of Chemistry hosts undergraduate students from around the country for the Summer Research
Experience for Undergraduates. Dr. John Vincent and Dr. Stephen Woski organize this effort.
In summer 2015, 16 students were chosen from over 100 applications to participate in the
program. The program is funded by the National Science Foundation and provides outstanding
undergraduate chemistry students with the opportunity to conduct high-level chemical research
for 10 weeks with faculty researchers. Students receive payment as research assistants and
housing, funded by the NSF grant. The program has been consecutively funded by the National
Science Foundation since 1987 and has trained over 300 students. Follow-ups have shown that
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over 80 percent of the students who participated in the program go on to get their doctorate in
chemistry.
Materials Camp: During the week of June 8-12 fourteen
Alabama and Georgia science teachers and 8 Noyce Scholars
participated in Materials Camp, a week-long workshop run by
master teachers provided by the ASM International Education
Foundation. Supported by the department, the college of Arts
and Sciences and the Office of the Vice President for
Research, this camp provides teachers with hands on activities
to demonstrate fundamental science in more interesting ways
using common materials such as metals, plastics, and glass.
The camp again drew rave reviews from the participants.
Shown are area high school teachers removing a Raku pot
from a pottery kiln to demonstrate the chemical reactivity
series.
Noyce Program Summer Internship: Dr. Shaughnessy was
a co-organizer of the Noyce program summer internship in
2015. The Noyce program is an NSF-funded grant at UA to increase the production of highly
qualified secondary teachers in the areas of math, chemistry, and physics. The summer
internship involved 20 students from UA and regional community colleges. The interns were
exposed to scientific research on campus, learned about opportunities for high school teachers,
and participated in teaching activities with middle school students.
Visits to Schools: Several faculty visit local schools to perform chemistry experiments and
talk about careers in science.
Science Olympiad: Each year, the Department hosts several chemistry events for junior and
senior high school students in the regional Science Olympiad Event.
Homecoming on the Quad: Each year, Chemistry performs experiments with liquid nitrogen
in the A&S tent during the Homecoming festivities. This event is always highly popular with
children, and parents, as everyday items are flash frozen in liquid nitrogen.
Fundraising Activities: The department currently has four support funds for which it is
actively seeking donors.
• Chemical Science Education and Research Endowed Support Fund
• Anthony J. Arduengo, III Endowed Lecture Series
• Michael P. Cava Endowed Support Fund
• M. V. Lakshmikantham Endowed Scholarship
As chair, I am working to more regular publish a department newsletter. This is part of an
effort to better connect with our alumni and hopefully increase donations to the department
support funds. The next newsletter will be distributed this summer. We hope to establish a
twice-yearly schedule for distributing the newsletter.
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